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broaiUy roniidcil, half tho widtli of the apex, which is slightly

roniitled iiiwaidl}-; the bordorinpj keel is shininp^, flat,

smooth, broad at the base ; the ajiox i>? broadly depressed,

finely rugosely punctured, the rest iiregidaily ])unctured and
aciculatcd.

XXII, —On the Blach-and-tnn Pattern of Domestic Doga

(Canis faniiliaris). By 11. I. Pocock", F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

Superintendent of the Zoological Society's Gardens.

1\ 'The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication,'

|i[). 33-3.") (ed. 1905), the black-and-tan pattern of domestic

dogs is discussed at some length. Darwin was led to investi-

gate the question somewliat fully in tiie hope that lie might
thereby discover a clue to the origin of our breeds amongst
wild species; but failing to find the tan-coloured spots over

the eyes either depicted in any drawings of wolves, j ickals,

and other species of Canis, or visible on any skins in the

collection of the British Museum, he came to the conclusion

that the coexistence of these spots with tan-coloured paws is

probably a case of correlated variation.

Aj)art from suggesting that a now extinct species involved

in the pedigree of domestic dogs may have j)ossessed these

spots, he offered no other explanation of the " highly remark-

able" fact of the occurrence of these spots in " exti-emely

different breeds, living in various parts of the world."

The phenomenon, however, appears to me to be susceptible

of a quite simple exj)lanation.

In a typical black-and-tan dog, whatever the breed, the

tan is distributed as follows :—on the sides of the muzzle and

H|j3, the lower half of the cheeks, and the throat; a spot

over the inner corner of the eye, very frequently on the inside

of the ear, and as a large patch on each side of the chest above

the base of the fore legs; on the paws of the fore legs and on
the hind legs Ijelow the hock ; to a somewhat variable degree

on the inner sides of the legs, but extending over the front of

the hind leg up to the body ; on the circumanal area and on
the underside of the tail, at least in its proximal portion. The
lest of the animal is black. If a dog thus coloured be com-
pared with many of the common wild species of Canidae, it

will be seen that the tan occurs over areas which in the wild

species are paler than the rest of the body, owing to the

fading or ab-encc of the black annuli which prevail in the
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liair clsewliere, and tlwit the black corresponds to the darker

portions of the body, wlicre tlie hair is richly pif^mented, in

the wild animals. This statement only needs qnalitication

with respect to the tan spots over the eyes, the hoinolo;^ues of

which are by no nu'.uis always visii)le in wild doo^s, or, at all

events, are notsnfKciently evident to carry absolute conviction

as to their presence. This is the case with examples of the

foUowinn^ species now livin;]^ in the Zoolo^^ical Gardens :

—

Cdut's hitraus, nut/iiis, htpaster, aureiia, and mesomelas* ; Caon
duh'fiHfiensisnud alphius. On the other hand they are detect-

able, thou,i,di minute, in some cxamjdes of Vulpes vulpes^ and

visible, though not consj)icuous, in two Dingos which I have

reason to think have a monfjrel strain of domestic doof. In

the case, however, of the wolves now or lately living in the

Gardens, namely in a Siberian example of C. Inpna, in three

specimens of C. lupus occidentalism and in one of C. pallipeSy

there is no possibility of overlooking^ them. Altliou^rh not

emphasized by a settin<x of jet-black hair, they nevertheless

show up as pale spots relatively as lar^e as the corresponding

tan spots in do^s. Their conspicuousness in these species

su;2:irests, though it does not prove, a preponderance of the wolf

strain over that of jackals in our breeds of domestic dogs.

Black-and-tan dogs may be termed melanescent, or,

preferably, nigrescent sports. Were they completely melan-

i.stic or perfect "melanos" they would be black all over, as

many dogs are. It is evident that the tan stands in the same
relation to the pale areas as the black does to the more
heavily pigmented areas of the wild species; and it is a

highly interesting fact that the nigrescent sport throws back

to the type of pattern characteristic of a parent form. Tan
is merely one of the shades of that class of colour which is

conmioidy called " erythristic^' ; and, assuming the truth of

the above-given explanation of the occurrence of tan in

dogs, it appears that albinism, erytlirism, and melanism are

three consecutive stages in colour-variation, erytlnisni being

the incipient stage eitlier of albinism or melanism, according

as the organism is albescent or nigrescent —that is to say,

assuming or tending to assume the albino or melano livery.

I believe this "law" of colour-change will prove to be

ca|)able of wide application in the Mammalia and probably
outside the linnts of that class. For examj)li>, there are in

the Zoological Gardens at the present time some black-and-tan

niouHon [Ovis musimon). In these animals the white jiortioiis

of the typical wild sheep are tan and the rest of the coat

This is not Btrictly true of all examples of this .«pecie9.
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lieavily suffused with Mack, exactly as in the case of black-

and-tan dogs. They are intermediate in colour between a

t\]ncal niouflon and a completely nielatiistic sport of that

species; and, be it noted, they coninionly produce perfectly

Mack lambs. 'Ihey furnish an instance of the tan beins^j

the halfway stage between white and black in organisms

assuming a black pelage.

Convi'isely, as examples of the tan or red being tlie inter-

mediate stage between the normal and the albino sport, may
be cited yellow or " ginger" varieties of domestic cats, which

frequently at all events, and perhaps always, have the pads

of the feet pink instead of black ; and also red-haired blue-

eyed types of some Jews, whose colour Prof, lladdon speaks

of as a kind of minor albinism. In sujiport of this 1 may add

that in the ' Sketch' for Nov. 14th, li>()G, there was a photo-

graph of a Kaffir reported to have had a white skin, pale blue

eyes, and short, woolly, yellow hair. It is well known that

some wholly white, or ])art:ally white cats like Siamese have

blue eyes. Hence the blueness of the iris appears to be a

sign of albescence both in the human and the feline species.

XXIII. —Seminula : a Note hi/

Ahtmuu Vaughan, B.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.

In tlie Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xviii.,Nov. 1906,

pp. 321-327, ]\lr. S. S. Buckman, F.G.S. questions the

accepted use of certain Carboniferous generic names and

suggests somewhat drastic alterations.

He has, in the case of Seminuhi^ drawn attention to as

tiretty a taiJgle as pala^ontologi.sts have ever made, and I

have to acknowledge his very courteous aid in my attempt to

unravel it.

I shall content myself with the statement of the results

which I have obtained from a careful examination of speci-

mens and figures at the British IMuseum, and, in this work, I

am under a ])l(^a?ant sense of obligation to Dr. F. A. Bather

and Mr. C. D. Sherborn. The question of priority in names

must be left to experts in nomenclature.

Seminuijv.

The genotype is stated by Mr. Buckman to be Terehratula

fenUi'edra^ Pliill., and in this opinion he has the support of

Hall & Claike and Schuchert. It is only necessary, there-

fore, to discover to what genus this species belongs.


